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WHAT IS KSMI WEATHER?
We are your go-to source for local 
weather information and reports, 

providing data and forecasts that are 
custom-designed for your business.

Since 2013, we have provided real-
time weather data and reports to 

industries including municipal public 
works, landscaping, snow and ice 

management, transportation, 
education, and event management.

WHO USES KSMI WEATHER?

Dozens of Municipalities in Ontario
We may not be a household name, but our
services are used by dozens of municipal
Public Works departments in Ontario, covering
over 3,300km of public of roads!

School Boards and Transportation
We provide weather insights to numerous
school boards and transportation groups,
preparing them for weather threats covering
100,000km of student transportation every day.

Outdoor Festivals and Events
We provide critical weather information and
real-time storm analysis to some of Ontario’s
most attended outdoor events, some of which
have 30,000+ in attendance every day.

Hundreds of Winter Contractors

WHY KSMI WEATHER?

Local Data
Truly local coverage 
for every area that 

you operate in

“KSMI has helped us
schedule our employees
ahead of snow and
freezing rain events,
helping us provide an
even better service to
our clients.”

Snow Sensors
Snow accumulation 

data in preset or 
custom locations

Live Cameras
Hundreds of live and 
archived weather & 

traffic cameras

Road Conditions
Easy to view road 

surface conditions, 
including snow, ice, 

and rain

Insights
Our team of weather 

experts follow the 
weather and how it 

will impact your area

Detailed Data
Detailed 48 hour 

and 10 day forecasts 
to help you plan 

ahead

KSMI Weather Client Portal

From shopping centres and restaurants, to
doctors offices and outdoor stadiums, 100s of
snow and ice management contractors use
our services to stay one step ahead of Winter.
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Our weather experts examine 
forecast data, follow radar, and 

measure snowfall all Winter long.

Winter is complicated.
Let us stay ahead of it this season.

KSMI Weather provides 24/7 location
specific weather insights and data,
allowing you to more efficiently plan
for a Winter event, from staffing,
equipment needs, and route planning.

Multiple times per day, and at times of
your choosing, our team of weather
experts prepare the latest hyper-local
forecast data, unique to your sites.
These reports ensure you receive the
details you need, when you need them,
to make the most informed decisions
when it comes to tackling an event.

Clients create hyper-local forecast
zones, which can be as local as a
property, building, or road. Each zone
comes with their own hazard alerts,
customized forecast, email delivery
customization, and optional sensor kit
for real-time data collection.

Often, the snow that falls at the
airport (normal measurement site)
may not be the same as the snow
that falls at your sites. We maintain
sensors across the province, and
offer sensor add-ons for site
specific snowfall data.

Each forecast zone comes with real-
time and forecast highway surface
reports, including conditions like rain,
snow-covered, and ice-covered. These
reports are based on real-time road
sensor data from local transportation
ministries, weather radar, satellite
imagery, and other forecast variables.
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COMPREHENSIVE EMAILS

Throughout the day, our team of
weather experts analyze the latest
weather data for our clients and
delivers it right to your inbox. These
emails include highly detailed hourly
forecast breakdowns for your all your
sites and notifications of forecast
conditions beyond preset thresholds.

Why trust KSMI Weather? Our data is used by dozens of municipalities 
throughout Ontario spanning over 3,300km of public roads!

We also provide easy and simple mapping products
in your email, such as forecast radar and snowfall
accumulation. We also include an easy-to-read PDF
document (seen on left side), that gives a highly
detailed breakdown of the next 24 hours. This PDF
includes all your forecast locations, and allows you
to track a storm, hour by hour.
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KSMI WEATHER CLIENT PORTAL

Our client portal is better than ever! More of the data you need is right at your fingertips, including
current conditions for your sites, detailed hourly conditions for each site, and 10 day forecasts. You
also have one-touch access to interactive map features, such as weather alerts, watches, and
warnings, real-time highway surface conditions, hundreds of cameras throughout the province,
future radar, and forecast rain and snow accumulation. Custom map products are available.


